
Future House Genie from Big EDM is packed with sounds that will make your track a perfect fit for 

upcoming club sets. It's just too hard not to move when listening to such an infectious library of bright 

and up-tempo audio samples. There are so many different elements included for you to create 

powerful builds and a bass-heavy drop. There are also emotionally gripping and infectious melodies 

plus a wide variety of versatile atmospheres and percussive attributes.  

 

Inspired by Hexagon / Don Diablo and Future House Music label latest tracks. 

 

We've broken down tracks from our top producers into 5 construction kits. These kits give you the 

stems from each track. You can slice them, dice them, mix and manipulate your way to a 

reconstructed future house chart-topper. 

 

Not wanting to be limited to the construction kit? Then choose from any of the additional audio 

samples. Crisp hi-hats, awesome claps, electro, and acoustic snares. Choose from fast attack or 

tension building down lifters, uplifters and explosive impacts. Want a new melody all together? We've 

got you covered with over 50 additional melody loops and synth shots. We are talking over 2GB of 

content.  

 

We know you are going to be more than satisfied when using our audio samples in your mix. Using 

Future House Genie from Big EDM could very well set your next future house mix up and over the top 

of your highest expectations. 

 

Construction Kits and Audio Samples are compatible with any DAW that can import WAV format.  

 

This pack contains: 

 

- 5 Construction Kits (+ MIDI & Presets) 

- 55 Melody Loops (+ MIDI) 

- 50 Synth Shots 

- 31 Serum Presets 

- 20 Sylenth1 Presets 

- 30 Drum Loops 

- 22 Kicks 

- 9 Claps and Snares 

- 15 Cymbals 

- 4 Percussion 

- 20 FX 



 

Requirements: 

Please Use Serum 1.27b2 Or Higher; 

Please Use Sylenth Version 2.21beta and 3.05 Or Higher. 


